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Whirlowoy Io Thrilling Wonder Stories
Boyhood Reoding in Wortime ond Postwor Melbourne
Race Mathews
A Paper on the Origins of the Melbourne Science Fiction Group presented for the Nova Mob on
7th September 1994, reproduced here with the kind permission of Race Mathews

First Encounters
Any account of the origins of the
Melbourne Science Fiction Club
(MSFG) must in the nature of things be
as much about biography as history. In
order to understand how the MSFG was

There is a common thread which
links these episodes and the pre-witr
science fiction experience more generally. Science fiction, once discovered,

Gernsback's Science Fiction Association and the British Interplanetary

was abundant and readily accessible. As

Futurian Society of Sydney.
The situation in immediately
postwar Melbourne was different. There

Pohl has pointed out: "Magazines were
a Depression business. If you couldn't

established, it is necessary also to

afford filty cents to take the tamily to

understand how in the first place the

the movies, you could probably scrape

Club's founders acquired tastes fbr
science fiction which were tantamount

up a dime or twenty cents to buy a

to an addiction, and what it was that led
them on further to the point where an
organisation was required. In as much as

back and forth to multiply the

what lbllows sets out the development
of my own reading habits to the point of
my discovery of science fiction and
membership of the MSFG, it is offered
as a paradigm

from which the

magazine, and then pass the magazine

investment". For Amis, in Britain, the
price would have been even lower. The
"Yank Magazines" from his
Woolworth's bin would almost certainly

a hundred thousand

million stars

and long ago races in the worlds of other suns
must have scaled and passed the heights that

far back in time against the tading afterglow
of Creation, masters of a universe so young

Australia, and resold by department
stores at a price marginally higher than

By definition, there are as many
accounts of first encounters with science
fiction as there are readers of science
fiction. The English novelist Kingsley
Amis has described how, at the age of
"twelve or so", he discovered science
llction while rummaging through a
display bin in a neighbourhood
Woolworth's store. The bin was labelled
"Yank Magazines: Interesting Reading".

their value as scrap paper.

A further common thread exists in

that life as yet had come to only a handful of

uorld:. Theirs musl hlve been a loneliness
we cannot imagine, the loneliness of gods

looking out across infinity and finding none
to share their thoughts.

the relative ease with which pre-war

Science fiction seemed to us in

science fiction readers were able to

Melbourne in the late nineteen-forties
and early nineteen-fifties to be tn.rly "...
a universe so young that life as yet had

make contact with one another. Pohl
belonged in quick succession to the

worids". Being

Brooklyn Science Fiction League, the
East New York Science Fiction League,

come to only a few

the Independent League, the

mostly a solitary pursuit, involving
something akin truly to "... the

science fiction writer - has described

International Cosmos Fiction Club and
the Futurians. To quote him for the last
time: "We changed clubs the way

coming across his first copy of Science
Wonder Stories Quarterly when he was
nine. Predictably, a scaly green monster

Detroit changes tail fins, every year had
a new one and last year's wasjunk". In
the unlikely event that Kingsley Amis

entered my veins".

Nearly

iue turning in the circle of the Milky Way,

we have reached. Think of such civilisations,

detail, but which in a broad sense
reflects the group as a whole.

"I

time cannot read without emotion.
Clarke wrote:

publishers from news-stands across
America. "Returns" were shipped out of
the country by weight to England and

dominated its cover. As Pohl recalls,
opened it up. The irremediable virus

is a passage in Arthur Clarke's short
story "The Sentinel" which, even today,
those of us who were growing up at the

have been unsold copies returned to the

experiences of others may differ in

Frederick Pohl - a prominent American

Society. Pre-war Australian readers had
a Futurian Society of Melbourne and a

had wanted

tojoin a fan club,

the choice

open to him in pre-war Britain would
have included various chapters

ofHugo

a

science fiction fan at the time was still

ioneliness of gods looking out across
infinity and linding none to share their

thoughts". Books and magazines were
few and far between. Those which
turned up through painstaking searching
and scrounging had to be savoured, eked
out and repeatedly re-read. Often a point
was reached where a favourite story was

tr

known virtually by heart. We had reason
to understand better than most the much
quoted paraPhrase of a famous 1949
Astouruling Science Fiction punchline:

"It is a proud

and lonely thing to be a

fan".

Proto-Fan
It was mY good luck to be born into
household where science fiction was
accepted and appreciated, at a time when

a

reading was not yet in the process of
being supplanted for entertatnment
purposes by the electronic media' My
tather befbre me had been an avid reader
of H.G. Wells, Jules Verne, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle and Sir HenrY Rider
Haggard, and a keen collector of the
early American science fiction magazine
Amazing Stories' The sale of his
collection to meel mid-Depression
household expenses around the time of
my birth was in a sense a metaphor tbr a
life which was largely given over to
sacrifice of his and my mother's interests

ol their children.
As a small chiid, I was walked

to lhose

uP

and down in my father's arms while he
recited over and over again' from
memory, poems such as "Horatius" and

"The Battle of Lake Regulus" from
MacaulaY's LaYs of Ancient Rome;
Tennyson' s "Ulysses"; Blake's "The

Tiger'"; Byron's "The Destruction of
Sennacherib"; Coleridge's "Khubla
Khan" and "The Ancient Mariner";
Cowper's "Boadicea"; and "The Ballad
of East and West" and "Gunga Din"

tiom Kipling's Barrack Room Ballads'
In time, the recitations became
participative. He might seiect for
example a Passage from MacaulaY
reading:
But when the face of Sextus was seen
among the foe
A yell that rent the firmament from all
the town arose.

On the housetoPs were no woman but
spat towards him and hissed,
No child but screamed out curses and '

At that point there would be
and

a pause'

I would be expected to complete the

line with the missing words "shook his
little fist". A passage from Tennyson
might read:
That which we are, we are One equal temPer of heroic hearts

E

Made weak bY time and fate
But sfong in will to strive, to seek' to

find and

...

I would suPPlY the missing words
"not to yield" with - as my father later
reported it - the lisping approximatton
"'oo mustn't 'ield"
My father also took turns with mY
mother at satisfying my insistent demand
to have books and stories read to me'
The books mostly were borrowed lrom
the children's shelves of the Melbourne
Public Lending LibrarY in Latrobe
Street, now long since closed. At the age
of five or six I began reading fbr myself,
but the reading aloud bY mY Parents
continued. lt was their habit to
periodically take a break for a cup of tea
or - in my tather's case - a smoke l very
much resented the interruptions, and
responded by hiding - and on notabie
occasions destroying - the cigarettes' In
the longer term, mY fiustratton
immunised me permanently against ever

becoming either a tea-drinker or a
smoker. It is open to conjecture what
consequences might have followed if the
breaks had been - and I had known them
to be - for sex.

The books I most liked to have read
to me - and ultimately re-read for myself
- included H.C.F. Morant's neglected
classic Austraiian fantasy Whirlaway ;
Hugh Lofting's Dr Doolittle stories; Z/re
Miclnight FoIk andThe Bttx of Delights
by the poet laureate, John Masefield;
Kathleen Tozer's Mumfie stories; An
Experiment with St George bY the
mathematician J.W. Dunne, who also
wrote the much better klown An
Experiment With Time; and the
geneticist J.B.S. Haldane's My Friend
Mr Leaket. Other favourites were T H'
White's The Sword in the Stone; Walter
De La Mare's The Three MulLa-Mulgas;
A.E. CoPPard's Pink Furniture;
Norman Hunter's The Incredible
Adv entur e s oJ P rofe s s o r B rane staw n7
with the inspired illustrations by Heath
Robinson; and C.S. Forester's Poo-Poo
and the Dragons.
WhirlawaY featured an eleven Year
Helen, who set out on her
heroine,
old
adventures in the company ofher pet

koaia, Tirri, and WhirlawaY himself,
who was a friendly sunbeam A hidden
lifl in the cellar of her newly-occupied
lamily home car-ried them downwards
through successive geological strata and

backwards in time, to the dawn of life in
the Archaeozoic Era or "Age of Oldest
Things". The returnjourney took place

by a series of doors, each opening into a
new geological epoch, which the party
was able to explore. At each stage, new
inventories of exotic creatures trilobites and sea-lillies in the Cambrian
sea, dinosaurs in the Jurassic and
Cretaceous swamps and forests and

dawn-horses and sabre-toothed tigers on
the grassy plains of the Plioscene unfolded for them. Like Helen and her
companions, I was caPtivated.
Dinosaurs preoccuPied me, to the

exclusion virtually of all else. Helen's
home - "Lyell Lodge" - was described
as having been named after the great
geologist, Sir Charles Lyell. Lyell
instantly became my hero. A geologist
was what

I wanted to be. MY tongue

began finding its waY around

perplexingly polysyllabic words such as
"archeopteryx" and "paleozoic"' When I
was six, and the birth of my first brother
was imminent, mY Parents consulted
widely about a suitable name. MY
contribution was "Lyell"' Other claims
had to be accommodated' but William
Alwyn Lyell Mathews he duly became'
A1l this was to go for nothing. MY
enthusiasm for rocks turned out to have
been premature.

A

Year or so later,

I

discovered my father's copy of Leonard
C. Woolley's Ur oJ the Chaldees' Itwas
plain immediately that geology was a
second-best. What I really wanted was
to be an archaeologist.
WhirlawaY was a World War

II

casualty. Its aPPearance from the
English publisher Hutchinson in the late
nineteen-thirties coincided with the
lead-up to hostilities. Under wartime

conditions, f'ew copies ever reached
Australia, and the London stocks were
destroyed in the Blitz. All but a tiny
minority of Australian children - tn
which by good luck I was included missed out on what otherwise would
undoubtedly have become an enduring

favourite to rival SnagglePot and
Cuddlepie, The Adventures oJ Blinlq

BiU andThe Magic Pudding' Inthe
absence of a proven market for Morant's

unique way of introducing children to
science, his sequel - The Ether Chariot,
which was to have done fbr astronomy
whatWhirlaway was intended to do for
geology and palaeontology - was never

completed. An exhibition of Jean
Elder's superb illustrations at the Gould

borrowing them, it was mostly at
impatiently waited-for birthdays and

to a generous grandmother caused all
the titles then in print to be included in

Gallery in 1987 prompted hopes that a
new edition ofWhirLaway might be

Christmases. These were usually

the

A

pillow

secondhand copies - or "r.lartime

case which served as my
Christmas stocking in 1943. My parents

austerity editions" - ofbooks my parents

regarded Crompton's work as trash, but

lurther opportunity was lost in 1993,

had read in their childhoods. Long

when a re-release could have been
coincided with the marketing of Steven

befbre I heard of Edith Nesbit as a
fbunder member of the Fabian Society a body to which I later belonged - her

I doted on it. Reading and thinking
about William and his friends Ginger,

produced, but no action was taken.

Douglas and Henry - known
collectively as "the Outlaws" - preoccupied me for months. At night, I

Spielberg's "Jurassic Park". It remains
for some enlightened publisher to give

name was tamiliar to me as the author

back to Australian children the classic

The Magic

which they have so long and needlessly

Children which were presents given to
me at Upwey, as well as The Would-BeGoods, Five Children and It, The
Phoenir and the Carpet andThe Story

faults may have been, he thought big.
His flights of imagination and freedom

Amulet which came my way later.
Somebody's chance recommendation of
Richmal Crompton's "William" books

fiom inhibition might repeatedly land
him in trouble, but they were very much
what I wanted for myself.

been denied.

Upwey - where we went to live in
19zll - had a smal1 library attached to its
post office, where

I learned for the first

time to choose books for myself and
how they were boffowed. It was there
that I came across the Budge and Betty
books, with their stories about elves and
fairies, and toy ships and cars which
could be increased to lif'e size at the
touch of a magic ring and travelled in to
remote and exotic places. The syllabus
at the Upwey Higher Elementary
School included a smattering of myths

oJ the

of

World and The Railway

dreamed about them. The humour of the
stories was largely lost on me. What
mattered was that, whatever
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and legends of Greece, Rome and
Scandanavia, which whetted my

appetite ior adventures involving gods
and heroes. J.R.R. Toikein's The Hobbit
was brought home for me by my lather
one night from the Public Lending

Library in Melbourne. I and iater my
brothers asked to have it back so
repeatedly that it must have seemed to

pu&?rfsK

other would-be borrowers to have been

$13?x-*SK

permanently unavailable. At some stage
we sent a letter to Tolkein, asking him

*&r-&{s{

?

the sort of questions about Moria,

Gondolin and the Necromancer which
are now known to have reached

him in

all but overwhelming numbers. There
was no reply, but the effort was not
wasted. Our names must have been filed
for futr-rre ref'erence by the publishers,

Allen & Unwin. In 1953, when I was
eighteen, they sent me the prospectus

fbr

a

further story about hobbits, which

was to be issued in three volumes as
The

Lord

oJ

the Rings. As a result, I

was able lo savour the erqrrisite
suspense

of waiting months atter The

FeLlowship of the Ring reached me

for

The Two Towers to be published, and
months again for The Return of the

King.
The war reduced the availability of
new books for children to a trickle. In as

much as I acquired books as opposed to

Cover, The Gem, No.I,63'7 , Vol LV1, July 1st, 1939 (Mclaren Collection)
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known virtually by heart. We had reason
to understand better than most the much
quoted paraphrase of a famous 1949
Astounding Science Fiction punchline:

"It

is a proud and lonely thing to be a

Made weak by time and fate

But strong in will to strive, to seek, to
find and ...

I would supply the missing words
"not to yield" with - as my father later
reported it - the lisping approrimation
"'oo mustn't 'ield".
My lather also took turns with my

fan".

Proto-Fan
It was my good luck to be born into
household where science liction was
accepted and appreciated, at a time when
a

mother at satisfying my insistent demand
to have books and stories read to me.
The books mostly were borrowed from
the children's shelves of the Melbourne

reading was not yet in the process of
being supplanted for entertainment
purposes by the electronic media. My
tather before me had been an avid reader
of H.G. Wells, Jules Verne, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle and Sir Henry Rider
Haggard, and a keen collector of the

Public Lending Library in Latrobe
Street, now long since closed. At the age
of five or six I began reading for myself,

eariy American science liction magazine
Amazing Stories. The sale of his

much resented the interruptions, and
responded by hiding - and on notable
occasions destroying - the cigarettes. In

collection to meet mid-Depression
household expenses around the time of
my birth was in a sense a metaphor for a
life which was largely given over to
sacrifice of his and my mother's interests
to those of their children.
As a small child, I was walked up
and down in my father's arms while he
recited over and over again, from
memory, poems such as "Horatius" and
"The Battle of Lake Regulus" from
Macaulay's Lays oJAncient Rome;
Tennyson's "Ulysses"; Blake's "The
Tiger"; Byron's "The Destruction of
Sennacherib"; Coleridge's "Khubla

Khan" and "The Ancient Mariner";
Cowper's "Boadicea"; and "The Ballad
of East and West" and "Gunga Din"

from Kipling's Barrack Room Ballads.
In time, the recitations became
participative. He might select fbr
example a passage from Macaulay
reading:
But when the face of Sextus was

seen

but the reading aloud by my parents
continued. lt was their habrt to
periodically take a break for a cup of tea
or - in my father's case - a smoke. I very

the longer term. m) frustration

immunised me permanently against ever
becoming either a tea-drinker or a
smoker. It is open to conjecture what
consequences might have followed if the
breaks had been - and I had known them
to be -

lbr

sex.

The books I most liked to have read
to me - and ultimately re-read fbr myself
- included H.C.F. Morant's neglected
classic Anstralian fantasy W hirlaw ay ;
Hugh Lofting's Dr Doolittle stories; Z/re
Midnight Folk and The Box of Delights
by the poet laureate, John Masefield;
Kathleen Tozer's Mumfie stories; An
Experiment with St George by lhe
mathematician J.W. Dunne, who also
wrote the much better known An

Experinent With Time; and the
geneticist J.B.S. Haldane's My Friend
Mr Leakey. Other favourites were T.H.
White's The Sword in the Stone; Walrer
De La Mare's The Three Mulla-Mulgas;
A.E. Coppard'.' Pink Furnirure:

among the foe

Norman Hunter's The Incredible
Adventures of P rofessor Branestawm
with the inspired illustrations by Heath
Robinson; and C.S. Forester's Poo-Poo

A yell that rent the firmament from all
the town arose.
On the housetops were no woman but
spat towards him and hissed,

backwards in time, to the dawn of life in
the Archaeozoic Era or "Age of Oldest
Things". The returnjourney took place
by a series of doors, each opening into
new geological epoch, which the party
was able to explore.

a

At each stage, new

inventories of exotic creatures trilobites and sea-lillies in the Cambrian
sea, dinosaurs

in the Jurassic and

Cretaceous swamps and forests and
dawn-horses and sabre-toothed tigers on
the grassy plains of the Plioscene -

unfolded for them. Like Helen and her
companions,

I was captivated.

Dinosaurs preoccupied me, to the
exclusion virtually of all e1se. Helen's
home - "Lyell Lodge" - was described
having been named after the great
geologist, Sir Charles Lyell. Lyell
instantly became my hero. A geologist
as

was what

I wanted to be. My tongue

began finding its way around

perplexingly polysyllabic words such as
"archeopteryx" and "pa1eozoic". When I
was six, and the birth of my first brother
was imminent, my parents consulted

widely about a suitable name. My
contribution was "Lyell". Other claims
had to be accommodated, but William

Alwyn Lyell Mathews he duly became.
All this was to go for nothing. My
enthusiasm for rocks tumed out to have
been premature.

A year or

so later,

I

discovered my father's copy of Leonard
C. Woolley's Ur of the Chaldees. Itwas
plain immediately that geology was a
second-best. What I really wanted was

to be an archaeologist.

Whirlaway was

a

World War II

casualty. Its appearance from the

English publisher Hutchinson in the late
nineteen-thirties coincided with the
lead-up to hostilities. Under u artime
conditions, 1'ew copies ever reached
Australia, and the London stocks were
destroyed in the Blitz. All but a tiny

minority of Australian children - in
which by good luck I was included missed out on what otherwise would

undoubtedly have become an enduring
favourite to rival Snzgglepot and
CuddLepie, The Adventures of Blinky

line with the missing words "shook his
little fist". A passage from Tennyson

and the Dragons.
WhirLaway featured an eleven year
Helen, who set out on her
heroine,
old
in
the company of her pet
adventures
and
Whirlaway himself,
koala, Tirri,
who was a friendly sunbeam. A hidden

might read:

tift in the cellar of her newly-occupied

which was to have done lbr astronomy

family home carried them downwards
through successive geological strata and

whatWhirlawtty was intended to do for

No child but screamed out curses and

and

.

At that point there would be a pause,
I would be expected to complete the

That which we are, we are One equal temper of heroic hearts

E

Bill

andThe Magic Pudding. lnrhe
of a proven market fbr Morant's
unique way of introducing chiidren to
science, his sequel - The Ether Chariot,
absence

geology and palaeontology - was never

Christmas 1943 also brought me the
first of a number of volumes of the boys'
weekiy Chums which for years figured
among mY most highlY valued
possessions, and prompted me to interest

favourite of mine - The Secret of the

favourite characters - the Iron Teacher,

Long Lost SwinkTrertsure. I graduated
in time to Knockout, Radio Fun, Film

Wilson the superhuman athlete, Rockfist
Rogan RAF and the Lost Commandos -

Fun and Beano. Later again, there were

might not already be lying somewhere on

Champion, Wizard, Rover, HotsPur and

the bottom

myself increasingly in history.
dedicated on its title page "To the Boys
of the Empire on which the Sun Never
Sets" - had had a lif'espan from 1892 to

Adventure. The paper shortage meant
that the size of comics was drastically

The gaps were filled lor me in Part
by a store of annuals and boys' weeklies

ChtLm.; -

1941, which coincided roughly with the
high tide of the British Empire. The
contents reflected the full range of topics
in whrch the Empire's fulure citizens
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were expected to interest themselves.
Schooi stories by masters of the genre
such as P.G. Wodehouse, L.C.

Douthwaite and Gunby Hadath alternated
with adventure stories fiom the pens of
Frank H. Shaw, Charles Gilson and John
Hunter. Most of all there were serials on
historical themes by S. Walkey. Walkey by trade a stafT controller in a bank - was
introduced ro Chums in 1895 bY Sir

Arthur Quiller-Couch, and was writing
for it as late as 1940. He was a master ot
suspense and coiour, who specialised in
settings such as the Crusades, the
Spanish Armada, the English Civil War'
the Monrnouth Rebellion and the French

Revolution. His plots were carried
lbrward at breakneck speed, and lifted by
a flair for dialogue. Typical titles were
"Rogues of the Fiery Cross", "Hurrah for
Merry Sherwood", "Under Nelson's

Flag" and "The Sword of Tallifer
Trueblade". Illustrations were by Paul
Hardy. Hardy - a frequent exhibitor of
watercolours at the Royal Academy used live models. period costumes and
authentic artifacts such as muskets and
cutlasses to achieve the meticulous and
etching-1ike precision of the work in
Chums for which he was so much more

widely known. It was years befbre I was
see past his snarling sansculottes and brutal Roundheads to the
realities of history which he and Walkey

finally able to

Cover. I/ue Nelson Lee LiDrun', No. 114, March 26th, 1932 (Mclarcn Collection)

largely disregarded.
The war also drastically reduced the
availability of comics. What comics

initially was mostly Chicks'
and other picture papers
Rainbow
Own,
from Britain. There were also
intermittently - courtesY of the

meant to me

department store trade in "returns" comics from the American "Famous
Funnies" stable such as Oakev-Doakes,
Allel'-Oo1t, Buck Rogers and - a special

@

reduced. Supplies had to run the gauntlet

fiorn the nineteen-twenties which had

of submarines and other wartime hazards

belonged to my father and uncles These
had survived in the garden shed of my

before appearing for sale on Wednesdays
at the local newsagency. Keeping up with

grandparents'home at 120 Brighton

the serials which their contents largely

Road, Elsternwick, where we moved

comprised acquired a special quality of

fiom Upwey in 1943, so that I could

heightened expectancy.

It was never

certain, from one Wednesday to the next,
whether the latest instalments about my

enter the Melbourne Grammar

preparatory school at Grimwade House
in Caulfield the following year. Further

fiagn'rents of Churns apart, the item

of the British Empire for the first half of

which initially most attracted me was a

the twentieth century. The subject

battered copy of the Gret'friars Holiday-

their schoolmates. "The mental world of

Annual for 1.929. The contents - scl-tool

Hamilton's lead story for my 1929
Holitkq,AnnLnl - "When Billy Bunter

stories over the names of Frank

Forgot" - was Bunter losing his memory

have seen

and becoming a reformed character after

grounds ranging from snobbery and

Richarcls, Martin

Clifford and Owen

Conquest were in reality all written by

of

diving headfirst into an empty

the "Fiscal Four" as Jimmy Silver and

his three closest friends were known to
the Gent and the Mugnet" - as some

it

- was attacked later on

cheap patriotism to having shyed ofT
ref'erences to sex, by critics as tar

removed ideologically liom one another
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Orwell and Noel Coward. For

trle at the time, Hamilton's work was

unalloyed delight. Unhappily my
exposure to it was shorrlived. Z/re

Holidoy Annual, as I to n'ry abiding
disappointment now lealned, had been
discontinued in 1940, along with the

Magnet and

tl-re

Gen. Secondl-rand

copies had for practical purposes

similarly vanished from sale. It was not
until well into the postwar era that
lnc:imilc cditions ol thc "companion
papers" as I had by then learned to call
them were re-issued to widespread
acclairn, by the Howard Baker Pless.
None of

lhi: rnernl lhrl,

as

r

nine or

ten year old, rny appetite fbr school
stories was lrustrated. Dented Magnets
and Gents, I revisited in the shed at
Elsternwick copies of anothel boys'
weekly - Ihe Nelson Lee Librar,- - whose

crudely illustrated covers and small print
had previously [ssn sf]'-putting. The
stock consisted of about 200 or

scr

issues. dated roughly between 1924,

when my father was fburteen years old,
and his nineteenth birthday in 1929. The
author, Edwy Searles Brooks, was less
talented as a writer than Harnilton. but
had a much more

colourlll imagination.

Originally a straightfblwiird detective in
the mould of Sextorr Blake, Nelson Lee
had been taken over by Brooks fiorn his
originator, Maxwell Scott, and reinvented as the schoolmaster detective
Cover, I/rc Mugnet, No. I ,68 I . May 4th, 1940 (School Fiction Collection)

lbr whom Brooks is now best
remembered. Lee and his boy assistant,

Nipper, were originally required to take
up residence at St Frank's scl-rool on a

the master school story writer Charles

swimming pool. Hamilton's second

Hamilton. Hamillon': mrjor creations

contribution - "Tom Merry's Minor" -

and the weekly papers in which they

was about mishaps and

featured - Harly Wharton and Co and

misunderstandings at St Jim's following

Billy Bunter of Greyl'riars in the Mugnet,
Tom Merry and Co and Althur Augustus
D'Arcy of St Jim's in the Gen and

the rescue of a monkey from a cruel

to steal fbr him. A third Hamilton story -

stodes still on occasion made their

Jimmy Silver and Co in the Popular -

"A Rift

appearance in the Nelson Lee Library,

were household words throughout must

talling-out and reconciliation within the

owner who turned out to have taught it
at Rookwood" - described

a

temporary basis, in the course of an
investigation. The consequent
combination of the two most popular
genres of the day - school stories and
detective stories - was retained by
popular demand. While pure detective

the emphasis was on adventure, both in

tr

and around the school and in often-exotic

them kindly in the kibbutz in Israel

locations overseas.
Touring parties of St Frank's

where the greater part of his adult life has

students encountered descendants of cutoff Roman legions in the Sahara desert,

forgotten settlers liom Elizabethan
England in the Antarctic, and the lost city
of Eldorado - complete with a lake of
molten gold - in a region of South
America populated in part by dinosaurs.

A typical holiday series had the students
searching for pearls on Paradise Island in
the Pacific, where their Iuxury yacht, the

Wanderer, was seized by hijackers. The
island was devastated by a hurricane,
which carried out to sea one ofthe
students on the broken-offtop of a palm
tree. Native pearl divers landed by the

been spent.

The Old Boys' Book

Club (Australasian
Branch)
My taste for the story PaPers of mY
father's generation had the side-effect of
involving me for the iirst time when I
was sixteen in the establishment of a new

organisation - the OId Boys' Book Club
(Australasian Branch). E.S. Turner's
Boys WiIl Be Boys - published in 1948
and widely reviewed - was the first
comprehensive account ofhow story
paper collecting was becoming

a

hijackers went beserk and attacked the
St Frank's party in their camp. Attempts
to explore a sunken galleon were

widespread hobby, with its own clubs
andjournals. Thanks to Turner, I was

interrupted by an undersea earthquake.
Giant seaweed brought uP from the

Collector's Digest from York in
England, Bill Gander's Story Paper
Collector from Manitoba in Canada and
the distinctively American ReckLess
Ralph's Dime Novel Roundup. Leckenby

depths by the upheaval immobilised the
Wrmderer, and sea-serpents and giant
squids similarly displaced from their
normal habitats menaced the passengers
and crew. The chiefhijacker was dragged
under the weed to his death by an unseen

monster while attempting to make ofT
with the pearls. Installing a giant blade
on the bow

of the Wanderer finallY

enabled the pafty to cut its way through
the weed to lreedom, and return in

able to subscribe to Herbert Leckenby's

put me in touch with Bill Martin, a
London milkman with a profitable
sideline in supplying story papers to a
worldwide clientele, and also with the
secretaries of the London, Midlands and
Northern branches of the British Old
Boys' Book Club. Meanwhile, my local
search fbr further copies of Chunts and
rhe Nelson Lee Library - and for the

triumph for the new term at St Frank's.
Domestically, there was a great fire of St

Magnets and Gems I had never actually

Frank's, several great floods and periodic
destructions of the school by earthquakes
and explosions. Disruptive newcomers

the Melbourne Public LibrarY. The
librarian to whom my inquiries were

had to be discouraged

liom conducting

gambling-dens in disused classrooms and
engaging in seances and black magic.
Headmasters were driven mad bY

scheming rivals or had attrrctive loung
wives who turned out to be drug addicts.
Tyranny - on the part either of the school
authorities or outsiders such as the
renegade German-American millionaire
William K. Smith - provoked mutinies
and barring-outs. Christmases were spent
at country mansions which could be
counted on to be haunted. MY Nelson

Lees were also borrowed eagerly by a
number of my contemporaries. Sam
Wisel - my closest boyhood friend,
whose family lived around the corner
from us in Elsternwick - used to savour
them in breaks between his afterschool
Hebrew classes, and perhaps remembers

@

seen - led me to the Reference Room at

directed - Gordon Kirby - turned out to
have a story paper collection of his own,
fbcussed largely on weeklies for girls
such as those featuring Billy Bunter's
sister Bessie and the

Clilf

House school.

Gordon was also an aspiring playwright,
who later had an adaptation of Zola's
Nana produced commerciallY bY the
Melbourne Theatre Company. Other
local coilectors I met included Sheila
Stevens and Tom Dobson - respectively a
PMG telephonist and a local postmaster Howard Sharpe who worked lbr the
Wright Stephenson pastoral agency and
Don Wicks, who was selfemPloYed,
perhaps as an accountant.

A classmate of

Libraryt, which featured Blake and his
boy assistant, Tinker. The upshot of all
this was a meeting at my home on 24
August, 195 1, where the Old BoY's Book
Club (Australasian Branch) was formed.
Don Wicks became the president, and I
was the secretary. A regular meetlng
venue at the Victorian Railways Institute
was acquired, four issues

of the OId

Boys' Book Cl.ub (Australasian Branch)

Newsletter were produced and
corresponding members from as far away
as New Zealand and South Africa were
recruited. The Newsletter lapsed when I
stepped down as secretary in 1952, but
the meetings continued. The episode
foreshadowed in the diversity of the ages
and occupations ofthose involved, and
the manner of their coming together, the

establishment of the Melbourne Science
Fiction Group with which it briefly overlapped.

Earlier on, in the middle nineteenforties, I had been introduced through the
library at Grimwade House to Erich
Kastner's Emil and the Detectives, Vctn
Loon's Lives by Hendrik Van Loon,
Arkadi Gaidar's Timur and His Team an exotic Soviet import - and the Biggles
and Gimlet books by Captain W.E.
Johns. John Bunyan's The PiLgrim's

Progress and Dickens' David
Coppe{ield, Oliver Twist and Nicholas
Nickelby were other favourites, which I
read repeatedly. A tobacconist in the
main street of Middle Brighton operated
a commercial lending library, where I
borrowed thrillers by Leslie Charteris,
John Creasey, Manning Coies and Denis

Wheatley, and the Tarzan and John
Carter novels by Edgar Rice Burroughs.
My father had given me Rider Haggard's
The

lvory Child

and

AIan Quartermain,

and there was a circuit of secondhand
bookshops - Bird's, Hanley's, Franklin's
and

Hall's in the city, Quaine's in

Commercial Road and Hall's in Chapel
Street - which I visited regularly in
search of such harder-to-get Rider
Haggard titles as Nada the Lily and
Maiwa's Revenge. At the same time, I
was on the watch increasingly fbr the

American comic books whose colour
print so largely set them aside from their
drab wartime British counterparts.

mine at Melbourne Grammar - Jim
Merralls, now a QC - turned out
unexpectedly to be a collector of the

Comics such as Captain Marvel,
Superman, Batman, Torch and Torro
and Green Lantern were highly prized at

Union Jack and the Sexton Blake

school, andjealously guarded by the

relatively few students who had access to
them through links with Amerrcan
servicemen or fathers whose businesses
took them overseas. Such copies as fbund

their way into the secondhand shops
were usually priced at 2/6, which was my

Worid" by two

sons

of Edgar Rice

Burroughs, and one ofthe "Via" series
by Gordon A. Giles, which for years
afterwards exercised a special grip on my
imagination. As the weeks went by,
further pre-war issues of Thrilling

entire week's pocket money.

Wonder Slorles made their appearance
in Saddler's window, along with

Fire.t freirntaet

Stories, Astounding and Famotts

uccasional copie:

It was in the course of windowshopping fbr American comics that I
came in touch fbr the tlrst time with
science fiction. The circumstances of the

o1'

An.l

z i

ng.

Stct

rtl i nq

Fantastic Mysteries. I bought all that I
could affbrd, and, where all else failed,
endured the exquislte agony of swapping
fiom among the least lavoured items
already in my possession.

The great McComas-Healy
anthology Adventures inTime and Space
and GrofT Conklin's Ifta Best ol Science
Fiction were among my 1941 Christmas

I discovered
pitifully thin British reprint

presents. Newsagents,
stocked the

editions of A.stounding and Unknown
Worlds, from which, unbeknown to
Australian readers, the great serials of the
nineteen-forties - novels such as S/an,
The Weapon Makers, The Children of the
Lens and a dozen or so more of
comparable quality - were consistently
omitted. What remained was magical.
For thirty and more years the memory

encounter were much the same as for

Amis or Pohl. The year was 19421. I, too.
was nine years old. Travelling to school
involved a change of trams at the
junction of Balaclava Road and High
Street in St Kilda. Close by the tram stop,
seutrnd-hand cornics

lnd megaziner

sold by a down-at-heel shop with

u ere

a

verandah which carried in laded letters
the word "Saddler"" alongside a lifesize
wooden horsehead. "Saddler" in due
course became my name for the eclually

down-at-heel proprietor. At first the daily
wait lbr my change ol trams was passed
simply staling at such publications as
tbund their way into Saddler's window.
American comics - when iivailable - were
given pride of place, on a special display
stand. One Thursday, room had had to

fbr a thicker magazine. with
untrimmed edges. The cover featured a
coLrple o1'bulbous red bipeds, directing
something like an old-fashioned movie
be made

calnera at a man and woman dressed for

tropical exploration and confined in a
cuge. lt wus lhe lenlh rnniversrrl tssue
of Thrilling Wonder Stories, published

five years earlier, in 1939. As in the case
ol'lhe Arnerican cornic:. the prir'e r.r ar
2t6.

The efl'ect on me was instantaneous.
No glittering prize in later life has ever
beckoned me quite so alluringly. I lived
on tenterhooks fbr the next two days,

hoping against hope that no other buyer
would appear before my pocket money
came due on Saturday morning. In the

event, no such disaster eventuated. The
precior-rs 2/6 passed across the counter to
Saddler, and I walked back up High
Street to the tramstop, engrossed in John
Taine's "The Ultimate Catalyst". The
issr.re also contained "Dawn of Flame" by
Stanley Weinbaurn, "The Man Without a

Earle K. Bergey (?), cover illustration tor Cuptain Future, Mun oJ Tomorro*-, autumn 1 942
La Maison d'ailleurs. Yverdon-les-Bains. Photo Flammarion
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has remained

with me of savouring for

the first time stories such as Clifford
Season"'
Simak's "City" series; "Vintage
the
and
Were the Borogroves"

"Mimsy

"Baldy"

series bY HenrY Kuttner;

"Rescue Party" by Arthur C' Clarke;
"Child's PlaY" bY William Tenn;

"Tomorrow's Children" bY Paul
Anderson; "Hobbyist" by E'ric Frank
Horses"
Russeil; "He Walked Around the
bY
"In
Hiding"
PiPer:
by H. Beam
Wiimar H. Shiras; and Murray Leinster's
It
"The Strange Case of John Kingman"'
that the test
became my strong conviction
was
fiction
science
of
of a good piece
John
Astounding'
of
the editor
whether
it in his
W. Campbell Jnr, had a place lbr
magilzlne.

BY 1950, I was buYing mY scrence
tiction bY mail from Britain MY
suppliers were the Science Fantasy
Service (SFS) - later Miicross Book
Ken
Service - in LiverPool, and G'
South
Road'
ChaPman of 23 FarnleY
business
did
Norwood, in London' SFS
through
on a strictly impersonal basis'
on
addressograph plates and invoices
by
coloured duplicating paper' Ken
o1d
contrast was a bookseller of the
school, who corresponded voluminously
by
in the style subsequently immortalised

Cross
Helene HanfT in her 84 Charing
Road. As with Frank Doel of Hantf's
Marks & Co, nothing was too much
trouble tbr Ken, and I looked forward
to his
almost as much to his letters as
dealings
our
after
years
Thirty
parcels.

I
iapse<t in the early nineteen-sixties'
I
which
item
some
fbr
again
him
wrote to
an
was finding hard to get' and received
up where
took
which
response
immediate
had lefi otf' We remained in touch
we

until his death

a Year

or so later'

Lee

Press

had been a

generation'
favourite of my grandfather's
loaned in
was
and
Lees
my
I loaned him
and
Astolnding
of
issues
return prewar
was
Roger
Stories'
Thrilling Wonder
also m1 introduction lo l'anztnes
basis
amateur
an
on
produced
magazines

were devoted subsequentlY to the
preparation of the mammoth Handbook

Science-Fiction - Ihe precursot of
Science
Peter Nicholls' Encl'clopedia of
fan
Fictiott - for which his place in

o.f

history is tbrever assured Gordon
continued to collect magazines' bttt
in
refused resolutely to involve himself
having
fandom. My appetite for contact
been whetted, I hungered lbr more'

by science fiction enthusiasts' and
creatlve
devoted to reviews, gossip and
sporadically
his
writing - through
as a
published Star Rover' His interests

once

Weirrl
collector included the American
reason
inscrutable
some
Tales which for
as
classified
had
the Customs authorities
to
efforts
Roger's
a prohibited import'
earned him
reverse or circumvent the ban
officialdom'
of
part
the
a blacklisting on

It was

aay. His ASFS was fbrmed

The
them wherever possible confiscated
of
raiding
the
to
persecution extended
of his
Roger's home and seizure of parts
cower
to
was
plainly
aim
collection. The
his
hirn into submission Observing
a
was
frustrations
difliculties and
significant contribution to my education

with the British Army on the

putting
Rhine. His pulpose in lil-e r'r as
with one
touch
in
readers
fiction
science

a copy

mailing to members might include
of Graham's fanzine Stopgap' publicity
tr"om
material about forthcoming books
Gnome
as
science fiction publishers such
Press and FantasY Press, and other

censorship

their forms.
Roger in his turn gave me the address
of Don Tuck, a29 Year old Tasmantan

Don'
fan who was boarding in Footscray
more
of
collection
a
had
Roger told me,
one of
ttran 1ZOO magazines which was
America'
and
Britain
the biggest outside
was
The tirst letter I received fiom him
Amerrcan
the
of
on the letterhead

lt

with other
described such meagre contact
able to
been
had
he
as
fans
Meibourne

another. He also supplied American
countrres
magazines and paperbacks to
meant

Roger
Operation Fantast linked me with
Slater's
was
who
Dard in Perth,

2/6
The annual subscription was initially
member
and later 5f . I was enrolled as
4l and attended the flrst postwar
number

'

Australian science f iction conventton'
on
which the ASFS organised in Sydney
22March, 1952'
ln due course - on 28 August' 1952

tbr
I became the ASFS Local Secretary
for
statement
duty
Graham's
Melbourne.
the Position read in Part:

numbers

will

be allotted and membership

car-ds issued.

To coliect all new and renewed
members rn
subscriptions of 5f per year from
to retaln
area;
metropolitan
the Melbourne
expenses oi
defray
to
tund
a
as
moneys
these

these
mould - prewar but neither is active
my
lend
I
Yarra
South
in
days. Hockley
on getttng a
books, and he is now quite keen
ts
few Astoundings The other chaP
has every
who
East Brunswick'

of expir ed
office; to recommend cancellation
membershiPs

Mclennan,

in 1940 but hasn't

very
much since; he's a peculiar chap'
seeing hrm so
henpecked, and it is no pleasure
of years'
I haven't dropped over for a couple

Don, Gordon McDonald and I had
haPPY evening together in Gordon's

Australian fanzines such as Science
Fictbn Review and Vertical Horizorts'

Please
To enrol new members of ASFS
serial
when
me'
to
promptly
forward addresses

a

mag bar 2 up to the ban

as "a

planned activities beyond locating fans'
introducing them to each other and
sheet
issuing a fiiore or less regular news
monthly
to keep them posted"' A typical

older
now ... I know of two others of the

Slater's
purchases introduced me to Ken
was
"Operation Fantast" network' Slater

in 195i'

rules or
loose affair, without constitution'

in the need for constant vigiiance against
and petty bureaucracy in all

National Fantasy Fan Federation

I was Put

Student Union House at SYdneY
UniversitY. Graham was the most
the
diligent Australian fan organiser of

with the efl-ect that his overseas parceis
tiom
were routinely searched and items

written

bY Roger again that

was
in touch with Graham Stone' who
running the Australian Science Fiction
the
SocietY (ASFS) fiom Box 6l in

iot of interest out ofjust meettng
them l met
one at a dme and yarning with
ago and
months
six
about
McDonald
Gordon
month or so
have a pow-wow with him every

An advertisement ln one of mY

tr

ofthe Aidine

Dick TurPin Library which

browsing over a collection of
complete'
Astr.tttnr)ings which was nearly
posted
Less happily, Don was shortly
brck to T:rsmania. rr here his energies

establish:

Fellow Fans

where the postwar dollar shortage
theY were otherwise unavailable'

and also

Library

I get

a captain

home at 40 Lees Street, Mackinnon'

turned
Australian representative Roger
Nelson
the
of
admirer
fellow
out to be a

a

To distribute to members ln tne
metropolitirn area all ASFS publicattons
To make the beneflts of the SocietY
in general'
known to readers of science flction
tn
To represent science tlction fandom
me
keep
to
is'
that
Melbourne externally:

My monthly

advised of its activities, to act as a spokesman

the British titles were hued with wonder,

copres of Astounding

lnd contrct hurelu operative in connection

were passed to me across the counter at

with external correspondence, and in general
to assume responsibility for its public relations

the

as required.

By December 1952, mernbership

orgies. Lif'e was again worth living.

McGill's newsagency in Elizabeth

Street by a shop assistant who ultimately
introduced himself as Mervyn Binns.
Through Graham Stone, I renewed

Australia-wide stood at 132. Graham

acquaintances with Dick Jenssen,

commented that that was "not bad

student at the school I hadjust left, who

going": "On a straight population basis
national organisation in the US would
have 2,600 at least; in the

a

UK, over 900".

My personal experiences with the ASFS
were less than unilbrmly satislactory.

through nobody's fault but my own. My
attendance at the 1952 convention had to
be cut short when I left my wallet in

a

taxi and had only my small change to
tide me over until I could scramble on to
the earliest possible return l1ight

a

subsequently credited me with having

fbrmally "Ditmar", and it was as
"Ditmars" that Australia's annual science
fiction awards - counterparts of the
American "Hugo" and "Nebula" awards were ultimately introduced. A memoir of
the times to which he has contributed

Melbourne. My appointment as Local

Mathews who lirst seduced me into the

following sustained
- and justified - complaints from Graham
lhat my studies and other activitie: were
causing me to devote insufficient time to
the job.

delights of the never-never world ol science

19 September, 1953,

fiction, just
corrupted

sought after publications known as (hush)
American comics. Race, I recall, had a large

McCLrbbin struck up a conversation with
me while we were browsing side by side

arranged a swap, and matters progressed

over the Franklin Lending Library's

satisfactorily until the Customs began to

\lock of pre-\ ar science l'iction
magazines in the Eastern Market, now

clamp down on the dreadlul influx

long since replaced by the Southern
Cross Hotel. As recalled by Lee Harding,
an aspiring prof'essional photographer at

the rear of his shop, he also ran the largest

lending library in the cit1. Some time prior to
I

952 he bought up a lot of pre-war pulps from

Leo - Harding. Lee's letter introducing
himself to me in Apdl, 1952, read in

names too. ... At the moment

I'm just

a

newcomer to Fandom, but in three months

I've (l) joined Ken Slater's "Operation
Fantast", (2) subscribed to Stone's Stopgap,

British dittoes, except of course the four
Spencer mags (ugh!), (7) (Am I boring you'?)
Stopped getting Thrills

lnc

(again, ugh!),

Captain Marvels, and Bahnen, and Sheenas,

Chapman, (9) (Phew!) Begun my career of

and Heaps, and Airboys, and Stu Taylors, and
Dr Sivanas, and Mr Mxyztplks, and etc.

SHAZAM! twice he had discovered

collecting re.jection slips from stl magazines,
under the guidance ol Roger Dard.

Recalling our first meeting years
later, he wrote:

tiny
place, quite near school and the St Kilda
Junction, which had a supply, small it is true,
a

but a supply nonetheless, ofthe forbidden

and opened a special SF section of the said

fruits. Life was again liveable. Well, Race was
in the class below me at school, and I soon

library. Thejoining fee was a whopper, and

had to leave Grimwade House to enter the

indicated the importance placed upon

"Big School". St Kilda Junction was out of

somewhere and had them individually bound,

Graham Stone also passed on my
name to Lee - or, as he was then known,

good U.S. magazines regularly, and all the

Trust Race, though. Before you could say

At

hio ccllerq nf the ctrrff

made contact with booksellers Carnell and

wonders ofBuck Rogers in Fulcolour.
a booming

put me on to Slater, Chapman, and the other

youth in a decadent tide of Nyokas and

science fiction writer:

I cleaned myselfup one Sunday and went
- in suit and collar and tie on an exceedingly
warm summer's day - to meet Mr Mathews.
Race was sitting on the front lawn when

I

arrived, engrossed in "The Onslaught from

Rigel" in Wonder Stories Annual, and after
took off his

dzLrk glasses and escorted me

inside. He was a remarkably baby-faced youth

bounds for a boarder, and I no longer had the

1959 deluge (when most publishers must have

his home in a few weeks time - this was to be

of eager fans must have found their way to
Franklin's and cavorted happily amongst the

About 18 months later, I was taken away
from school on a whim of n'ry 1'ather's and
whirled around the world to the East and
England for a year, to absorb God knows
what, and when I returned Race and I were in

hundreds of volumes to be had. ... I can

the same classes together. He reintroduced me

Fiction Group.

remember weekends - and WHAT weekends!

to the little shop, this time not for comics, but

- struggling home on a tram loaded up with

five or six hardcover Startlings or Thrilling

for a far more insidious poison, one which still
courses through my veins - science fiction.

Wonders.

Astounding, Planet, Super Science ... ah! even

dumped in Australia the accumulated backlog

offive years publishing), dozens and dozens

pocket money I had been accustomed to, so

I

stopped frequenting the shop. But not Race.

a

rather uncertain handshake was exchanged, he

"American Magazines" in those days: f2l10/0
as against 0/6 for regular library
membership. In those dry days before the
1

il

he

Science Fiction Society, (.1) subscribed to
Woomera, (5) have made arrangements to get

of

Nelson Lees dwindled as did the heady

Old Man Franklin kept

I would have found it myself - and I know

etc., (3) become a member of the Australian

corrupting literature threatening to engulf our

the time, who has since become a notable

paperback and marriage-manual business.

It would also have been Race who

introduced me to Franklin's library - I doubt

Bradbury and a Kuttner. I know my pen

the garish, and much-

collection of English penny dreadfuls - the
Nelson Lee Library - and I had a father in
Shanghai, and then in Hong Kong, who
supplied me with American comics. We

Meanwhile, in August 195 I , a
middle-aged schoolteacher named Bob

plus many others. I have never been the same

I'm flfieen years of old age, a sf tan for
five and an intelligent one for two. Get what I
mean? I know the difference between a

as earlier, much earlier, he had

ny mind with

a present frorn Race - Galaxy fbr
May 1951, with "The Wind Between the
Worlds" by Lester Del Rey, "Tyrann" by
Asimov, "Goodnight Mr James" by Simak,

I ever read -

part:

It was the ubiquitous Race Thorson

Secretary for Melbourne was resigned on

I

remember distinctly the first true SF magazine

since.

introduced him to the Nel.son Lee
Library-, American comics and science
fiction. Dick's given name was more

reads in part:

for

drenched in the promise of intelplanetary

of eighteen, long and lean and lanky, with legs
that sprawled upon carpets like a tarantula. We
chatted of things SFictional for a few hours,
and I lett with a vague promise that

I would

attend a fannish gathering he had planned at

the unofficial inaugural meeting of what
became known as the Melbourne Science

Lee and I became good fiiends. This
did not mean that we were uncdtical of
one another. When I lailed to answer his

a

letters regularly enough or at acceptable

the term is unsatisfactory. They make up for

length, he remonstrated:

their defects in ordinary lif'e by building
themselves up in their own estimation. And

I've just about had it. If you don't want
your books back, okay. lf you don't want to

you can't think of yourself as superrnan very
efl'ectively if you admit others as your equals

correspond with me, okay again, but I still
think its a dirty show. There's plenty of

Graham continued:

or the fact that the effectiveness of the
library was compromised throughout and
beyond the duration of the dispute.
Graham's critics - notably Arthur
Haddon, David Cohen and Bill VeneY attributed the fracas to an excess of
ambition on Graham's part, while the

important fans who don't think its going out of
their way to write to me rcgularly - Dard,

Many fans, while living more or less well
adjusted lives and not tcnding to paranoid

Stone, Haddon, Solnsteff, Slater, Carnell and
the rest. Tell me, how important are you?

superiority, are extreme intellectual snobs;
ever critical of others, finding taults which

Molesworth - saw similar flaws

might well be over-looked and so on ... such
fans are likely to adopt a reserved attitude to

Veney wrote, "has done a lot to helP
fandom in Australia and there will
always be a big and important place fbr

A week later peace was restored. A
further letter from Lee commenced:

I'm a cad! I'm a bounder. I'm ungrateful
I'm a Yank. l'm a no-hoper. ... Please, tear up
or aton'rise that letter I wrote you. I've buried
yours

Stone camp - notably Graham and Vol
as

characterising the critics. "Graham", Bill

other fans, which will be reinforced by
inspection ofescapists, who are usually

him but he seems to be obsessed with a
queer idea of making out that he is a 'big
name fan' and other fans just don't

painf'ully obvious second-raters.

It may well be that these attitudes

I

explain why the aflairs of Sydney lans
\ ere condilcled lrequentlY rn an
atmosphere reminiscent of the Wars of

Lee was not alone in bringing a
certain frenzy to everything he did. A11

our activities were coloured by the
frenetic quality which prompted Sam
Moskowitz to title his history of early

the Roses.

A representative rift in the ranks of

American fandom The Immortul Storm.
The sheer frustration o1'dealing with
f-ellow tans sometimes drove to
distraction those who were at heart

Sydney fandom concerned the Futurian
Society of Sydney librarY. Graham
supposed the library to be vested in a
resigned on the grounds that the rules had

sedous-minded organisers. In December,
1951, Graham Stone Poured out his
f'eelings in a letter to me which read in

been being broken since its inception,
and breaches were contintting tu occur.

paft:

the mutter adopted an oPPosite
interpretation. The merits of the

There can be no doubt that many readers

of science fiction are inadequate individuals
what used to be called "escapists", although

tr

-

Cohen at a later stage in the protracted

controversy, "that Stone-Molesworth
would like to get their claws on the
Library, but fiom what my spies tell me,
some people would sooner burn

it all up

first":
Do you know that there is more hate for

trust of which he was a member, and

Others no less familiar with the tacts

exist". "It is believed", wrote David

of

argument were less important than the
heat and vituperation which it generated,

these two among the Futurians than there is

among all the rest put togethcr? They were
barred from the Futurian committees in the
end and told that

if they put up for positions

they would be voted out.

Unsurprisingly, the library issue was
seen by Craham as

involving

misconceptions which were in Part

"falsehoods deliberately spread". The
situation in reality was that the
protagonists were friendly

another passion, and by the time we had

largest collection of cigarette cards

reached Race's I had learned that Japanese

outside Britain and New Zealand's

women had beautilul (the word conveys most

largest collection of movie rnemorabilia

correspondents and associates with fans

inadequately Bob's look of remembered joy)

in other states on an individual basis, but
competitive and combative in the
extreme with one another in the bearpit
of Sydney fan politics. An attempt at
conciliation on my part was rejected out

purple nipples, firm and delightful to touch,

hold and squeeze. My mind had been opened
up to whole new worlds, for Bob had been
loquacious on subjects whose delicacy forbids
my mentioning them here ...

- attended the lburth Sydney SF
Convention.
Melbourne exemplified the
unfractious face of Australian fandom.
Meetings revolved around talk, letters,
barter and chess. Puritanism too was
pervasive. At a relatively early stage -

of hand by Graham. "I don't know", he
wrote, "what this reconciliation line is in
aid of. Why should I try to cultivate the

Bob's tendency to hold forth at
length at the drop of the proverbial hat
on the sexual attributes of u omen in

a night when 19 fans packed
into the modest living room of Bob's

tavour of fandom's disruptive

Japan - where he had served as an Army

house in Auburn - proceedings

elements?'.

Education Of'ficer wirh the occupying
lbrces - was to assume legendary status

transferred to a Swanston Street cafe
called Vai's. Shock and horror prevailed
when Val's turned out to be a meeting

following

in lan circles. Exposed to it - albeit in
modified form - on the occasion ofhis
first visit to my home shortly after our
initial encounter in Franklin's, my

The Melbourne
Science Fiction
Group

parents concluded that he was

Melbourne tackled mutters in a
different spirit. The five of us - Bob
McCubbin, Mervyn Binns, Dick Jenssen,
Lee Harding and myself - made up the
core of the Melbourne Science Fiction
Group. The inaugural meeting of the
MSFG took place in the living room of
my home in Hampton on 9 May 1952.
Lee records the occasion as having been
instigated by "a sort of collaboration

place for some of the more courageous
lesbians

a

paedophile, with designs on my body,
and further meetings with him were for

a

time forbidden. In fact, Bob's
proclivities were in m; experience

ol the day. whose coming-our

from the closet was just getting
underway. Dick has recalled being taken
aside by his family's landlady and
warned in a conspiratorial whisper "Be
careful, Dick, they're a bunch of
queens". His account continued

"I didn't

exclusively heterosexual and theoretical.
Asked on one occasion how she felt

know what a queen was, but if she had
said "poofters" I should have caught her

about science fiction, his wife replied
that it kept him away from chasing other
women. If at that stage of his life he
harboured any active aspiration to stray -

meaning instantly". Bob McCubbin was
insistent that "Extroverts and introverts
we may be, but perverts never". Given
that the membership of the MSFG at that
stage was exclusively male. its interesl

as opposed to relishing past episodes

in

between Bob McCubbin and Race

retrospect - it remained a well-kept

for Val's clientele is unlikely to have

Mathews". In Dick's characteristically
tongue-in-cheek view:

secret.

been other than minuscule. Nevertheless,

Race,

I'm sure, was the guiding light in

By Lee's account, the inaugural
meeting was "a great success":

the foundation of the Melbourne Science

Fiction Group, for it was he who brought
together those who would constitute its
nucleus.

(lf it

seems remarkable that a

l6-

Many of the oldtimers turned up: Bob
McCubbin was there, and I'm pretty sure
Marshal Mclennan and Wog Hockley were,

future meetings were held in the
austerely asexual surroundings of the
basement room of the Latrobe Street
Manchester United Order of Oddfellows
(MUOOH hall. in comforting proximity
to the Russell Street police headquarters.

A letter of l7 December 1952 over

year-old could accomplish this - that is, the

too. From then on the group held monthly

formation of the club, not the seduction to
science fiction of a youth of but 1 5 tender

meetings at members' houses in rotation -

the signature of the Grand Secretary and

those members who had decent homes and

MUOOF - a
Mr G.L. Coulter - confirmed fortnightiy
bookings throughout 1953, at a nightly

years

(me) - it must be remembered that Race

whose wives/parents et al. were tolerant

was a boy of remarkable precocity. He always

enough to allow the onslaught of eighteen to

seemed old to me - an Olympian of wisdom.

twenty fans plus supper afterwards.

Baby-faced he was, Lee, but rather in the
manner I've always imagined Odd John would
be).

Turning to the inaugural meeting,
Dick continued:
The l'en of Melbourne began to meet in
each other's houses sometime

in 1951, I

tbllowing it because his work as a

outside. Hardly convivial, but in those days

photographer was constantly taking him
to country areas remote from
Melbourne. Vol Molesworth's A History

comforts of the home. Despite the endeavours

of Australian Fandom 1935- 1963 adds

the Group staunchly resisted any attempt to

to the list of those present Gordon Kirby

from the OBBC. The overlap between

and somehow as these things happen, began to

talk and discuss our common passion. I soon
discovered, however, that Bob had many

of 1216. According to Lee:

of

That bus trip from the station, Middle

were, as I recall, the only two on the vehicle

cost

Lee had missed out on the inaugural
meeting as he did on those immediately

believe, and the first I attended was at Race's.

Brighton, was a focal point of space-time, fbr
on my journey I met Bob McCubbin. We

Past Grand Master of the

story paper collecting and fandom was
illustrated again when Jack Murtagh - an

OBBC member from New Zealand, and
the owner of one of the largest story
paper collections in the world, the

We had the basement room and the use
a cupboard

for the library in the hall

we weren't particularly interested in the

of the more voracious fans - myself included

-

"organise" itself in any way, and still
manages to do so until this day. Bob
McCubbin was the self-elected Chairman at
all times, but there were no organised

evenings and no minutes were kept. We were

just

a bunch

of guys getting together and

swapping yarns - and trading a few magazines
at the same time.

tr

The Val's episode illustrated a
lurther quirk of Australian fandom.

A lurther activity was arranglng to
have magazines bound professionally by
Don Latimer, whose familY had a

Women were not onlY largelY absent
from our activities but mostly unsought.

binding business. Although Don's
bindings in many instances were works
ol rrt, the niceties ol- collecting were
neglected sometimes by his workmates'

When Rosemary Simmons aPPlied for
membership of the Futurian Society of
Sydney in 1952. her upplicalion uas

My

set of the Arkham SamPler
was returned to me resplendent in three
full leather volumes, but with the

rejected on the grounds that, in Vol
Molesworth's words: "... the admission
of women had caused trouble in the pre-

original magazine covers carefitlly

war days of the club". The Poet Lex
Banning intervened with the query "Are

removed. Such were the passions of the
day that, plior to Don's arrival on the
MSFG scene, I had had magazines such
as my set oI Famous Fcmtastic M1-steries
and my British Reprint Edition copies of
[Jnknovtn Worlds bound for me by a fan
in Wales. Bob McCubbin as I recall
followed a policy of having Don bind
everything he owned. Personalised
bookplates by prof'essional SF

illustratols such as those whose work
f'eatured regularly rn Astounding were
available from overseas suppliers, but

the Society's all-male membelship went
ahead to vote dor'vn Ms Simmons bY a

rwu-lhilds

rnajority. Ertensi ve

organisation was required to reverse the
decision at a subsequent meeting and
dispel as much as possible the richlymerited ignominy. Melbourne's first
woman member - Betty Garbutt - was
sister, as a chaperon or soulce of moral

MSFG members preferred the local
product liom Keith Maclelland, a fellow
fhn and talented commelcial artist. The
content of some collections seemed at

support. The sister to the best of my
recollection did not re-appeal. Betty
remained the sole representative of her

times to be secondary in the eyes of their
owners to their often oPulent

McKeown, to whom I shortlY became

sex until I began bringing along

Jill

not occurred to us. Remo Parlanti and
Tony Siintos became the first MSFG

Amateur Fantasy
Publications of
Australia

Murmurs" fiom "Siegfteid" and the
"Rienzi" overture - and shortly moved to
Adelaide. A subsequent letter from a

Bacc hcmalia, Ethe rl ine, Question

titled respectively Perhaps,
Mark

and Antipodes. The vehicle for all this
activity was Amateur FantasY
Publications of Australia (AFPA), which

lives at 153 South Terrace, Adelaide, and ohl

owned the group's stencils, paper and
ink, and in due course - after extensive
experimentation with less satislactory
devices - had the carriage of its purchase

how wc all wish he was back in Melbourne!

of

he has a voice like a tbgholn and loves to

membership of AFPA was Lee, Dick
and Mervyn Binns. I was a latecomer,
and two new arrivals in the MSFG, Ian

Gordon Walkenden ol Melbourne now

hear

it raiscd in song. In the last three

meetiugs we have had him to the point that,

if

it up the others will either gang up
on him or stop coming. Never have I seen
he keeps

such a

pilll I even told him to

shut up, a thing

I didn't think I was capable of saying to
guest, and he continued rnerrily on!

@

a

obeycd olders, and produced all the little
fillers designed to round out those big blank
spaces between the highpowered stories and

articles. Anyway, most of my stuff was
rejected.

It was Lee's dream that PerhaPs,

a Roneo 500

the publication for which he was

primarily responsible, would live up to
its subtitle, as "The International
Magazine of Fantasy and Science
Fiction". I hoped to make mY
Bctcchcrnalia an antipodean counterpart

for two outstanding American fanzines.
Nekromantikon and Fanscient, which I
had accepted on loan fi'orn Graham
Stone, unwarily allowed Kevin
Whelahan to borrow fiom me and - to
Graham's rage and nly enduring shame never been able to induce Kevin to
return. Inevitably, reality in the case of
both Lee's first issue and my own fell
short by

fiir of our aspilations. "At the

a

prof'essional writer. My enthusiasm

gestation was not one f-anzine but five,

Joyce - to Graham Stone read in Part:

flxed it whcn it went wrong,

fbrced it into action and was, in short,
indefatigible on the production side. l'l I

foundations for his success as

recruit was Gordon Walkenden, who
sold me my lirst LP recolds - the "Forest

leading Adelaide fan of the day - a Mrs

a duplicator,

disappointed". He to his great credit
persisted. An incomparably more
polished Perhaps 2 - and ultimately a
Perhaps -? - appeared, laying in part the

The creative side of the MSFG was
instigated by Lee and Dick. "We", Lee
told Dick in 1952, "must Put out a
tanzine". What resulted after lengthy

members who rellected in name at least
the changing ethnic composition of
Australian society. A less welcome

was the driving force (material): he fbund us

time" Lee has recorded, "I was dismally

engaged.

appearance.

commercially, but that the MSFG might
alrange screenings of its own had as yet

handle, and in short was the driving force
(spiritual) behind Perhaps. Mervyn Binns

we Futurians or are we Victorians?" but

accompanied to her first meeting by her

MSFG members went together at
times to such SF films as were screened

cover illustrations, solved layout problems,
told Mervyn when to turn the duplicator

duplicator. The initial

Clozier and Kevin Whelahan, joined
later again. By Dick's account:
Lee not only providcd the push, but he

waned, and rhe Bacchanttlia

2

which

lina1ly came out was the work of a new
editor. AFPA' s outstanding success
story turned out ironically to be the
publication in which fewest hopes and
least fbresight had been invested.
Etherline - a newszine produced largely

- established what
may weli have been a recot'd for the fan
publishing circles of the day, bY
appearing regularly at fortnightly
on a collective basis

intervals fbr 100 issues, liom 1953 until
l

958.

Well betbre the appearance of
Bocchanalia 2 in 1956, my active
invoivement in fandom had ceased. My
courtship of my future wif'e had been
funded largely by the selling-otf of the
gleater part of my science-fiction
collection at successive MSFG meetings
over the best part of a two year pefiod. I

did most of the work. He wrote letters,

was reading much more widelY. The

contacted people, suggested story ideas and

Melbourne Grammar librarY and

Parliamentary Society had already

the demands of teaching and reseiirch in

earth, we remain indebted deeply to

f'anned my long-standing interest in

the Science Faculty at Melbourne

science fiction for the pleasures to which

politics. and the lecturers at Toorak

University. It remained for Lee Harding

Teachers' College were further
developing my liking fbr music and
theatre. My three months national
service training in eiirly 19-54 and my
merrilg.e t\ o ) err\ luler \ cre circtrit-

to become the author of a series

it has introduced us, the enduring
fiiendships it has enabled us to establish
and the additional edge which it has

bleakers, marking the point where I
movcd on irrevocably fiom the world of
:crence l'it'tiott ttr tltc pre-oecuprlions
which subsequently shaped my life. The
ties which held together our

little circle

of fl'iends were likewise loosening. Bob
McCLrbbin died befbre his time. while

Dick Jenssen was detached ultimately by

of

outstanding science flction novels which
includes - to date - Displctced Person
and Fulttre Sanctuttrr, and lbr Mervyn
Binns to establish - and. sadly, later
close down - Melbourne's Space Age
Bookshop. Meanwhile, the MSFG has
endurecl, in forms re-invented by

)ucLe\\ive generutitrns ilf lhn: Io :cn

impirrted to orrr uuriosity. irnagination
and pursuit of ideas.

e

their changing emphases, and the
expar-rding opportunities held out to them
by new technologies. Along with many
like r,rs. virtually in every country on

,i;
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Frarrk R. Paul, jllustration

for'The Moon Doom'. by Nathaniel Salisbury, covcr illustration tor Woncler Stories, February
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